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Consider the solutions in a module of the general norm form equation over a 
function field of characteristic zero. A necessary and sufficient condition is 
established on the module for the solutions to be always finite in number. It is 
further shown that when this condition obtains, and the ground field is equal to 0, 
then the solutions may be determined etTectively. The proof relies on two previous 
results: the first by the author on the same problem, under the assumption that the 
module is nondegenerate, and the second due to Masser on lower bounds for the 
N&on-Tate height. ((‘) 1987 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTR~DUCTI~N 
This paper forms the counterpart of a study made in 1984 [3] of norm 
form equations over function fields. Let k denote an algebraically closed 
field of characteristic zero, k(z) the rational function field over k, K a finite 
extension of k(z) and .& a free k[z]-module in K. We are concerned with 
the set of solutions x in A of 
Norm K,dX) = CT (1) 
where c is a given nonzero element of k(z). In 1984 it was shown that, 
provided JZ is nondegenerate (see below), the solutions are finite in num- 
ber, and an explicit bound was provided on their height. Moreover, if the 
ground field k is presented explicitly, then the set of solutions x in JZ of (1) 
may be determined effectively. Here we shall examine what occurs when A? 
is degenerate. We shall prove a criterion for (1) to have a finite number of 
solutions in A’ for all c. Furthermore if k is actually equal to the field Q of 
algebraic numbers, we shall derive an algorithm for the construction of all 
the solutions in A’ of (1) when A? satisfies the criterion. 
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In a famous paper in 1972 [S], Schmidt resolved the analogous problem 
over number fields: here one examines the set of solutions x in A of 
Norm,,(x) = c, (+) 
where K is a number field, A’ is a free L-module in K, and c is a nonzero 
rational number. Schmidt proved that (t) has an infinite number of 
solutions in ..d for some c if and only if A”’ is nonzero for some field J, 
intermediate between K and CI, with r,> 1. Here one defines 
=KJ= {mE.&‘:mJcAQ)~, 
where rJ denotes the number of archimedean valuations on J: thus rJ= 1 if 
and only if J = 62 or J = Q( $) f or some G!< 0. The condition is evidently 
sufficient, for If rJ > 1 then by Dirichlet’s theorem J has a nontrivial unit q, 
so if .KJ contains a nonzero element m, then x = mq2P provides an infinite 
family of solutions of (t) as p ranges through Z, where c = Norm,,(m). 
The necessity of the condition was derived as a consequence of Schmidt’s 
own deep result on the approximation of linear forms in algebraic numbers. 
Let us now return to the case of function fields. The theorem [3] was 
proved as a consequence of an inequality’ concerning solutions of the 
general unit equation 
u,f .. +?A,= 1. 
This inequality has since led to the resolution of decomposable form 
equations [4], norm form equations over fields of positive characteristic 
[S] and bounds on the rational function solutions of a general class of 
equations in several variables [6]. Our result in this paper relies partly on 
the previous study of norm form equations [3], and partly on known 
lower bounds for the N&on-Tate height on an abelian variety, due to 
Masser [7]. 
We shall actually deal with a slightly more general situation, which we 
now describe. We recall that k denotes an algebraically closed field of 
characteristic zero, k(z) the rational function field over k and K a finite 
extension of k(z). We also denote by L a field intermediate between K and 
k(z), and by 0, ( = @) the integral closure of the polynomial ring k[z] in L; 
finally ,K will denote a free O-module in K. We shall be concerned with the 
set of solutions x in A! of 
Norm KI::L( -x-) = c. (*I 
’ This has recently been improved by W. D. Brownawell and D. W. Masser, Math. Proc. 
Cut&i& Philos. Sot., in press. 
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Associated with K is a system of additive valuations V: we normalise these 
to have value group Z, and a valuation u is termed infinite if U(Z) < 0: 
otherwise v isfinite. We define rL. to be the number of infinite valuations on 
L and 1.4~ to be equal to rank.(fJ*/k*), the largest number of units in O* 
multiplicatively independent over k *. As with Schmidt we define, for any 
field J intermediate between L and K, 
Our previous theorem may now be stated as follows. 
THEOREM A. Suppose that AJ = (0 > whenever rJ > rL : such a module is 
termed nondegenerate. Then the solutions of (*) in .A! are finite in number 
for each c in L, and their heights are bounded (see [3] for an explicit 
bound). Moreover, when k is presented explicitly then the solutions of (*) in 
,& may be determined effectively. 
Here we shall prove 
THEOREM B. If the number of solutions in .A“ of (*) is finite for each c in 
L, then .dJ = { 0 3 whenever u J > uL . Conversely, if ,4!’ = { 0 1 whenever 
uJ>“L, then (*) has finite1.v many solutions in .V for each c, and tf in 
addition k = Q then these solutions may be determined effectively. 
Theorems A and B have two different criteria on -K, namely MJ= (01 
when rJ > rL in A, and only when uJ > uL, in B. The reason for this dif- 
ference is that the analogue of Dirichlet’s classical theorem on units in 
number fields is false in function fields: if true, it would state that 
“uJ = rJ - 1,” so the two criteria would be identical. The following 
inequality, however, can readily be obtained, and shows the condition 
u, > uL is at least no stronger than r,, > rL. 
LEMMA. For an-v extension J/L of function fields as above, 
uJ - uL 5G rJ - rL. 
Proof Let us consider the map 0 from 0: to Z’” given by 
Q(q) = {a,, ),,,, where 
a, = mu(s) - @JormJjL(rl)) 
and m = [J: L]. Now q lies in Ker 0 if and only if a, = 0 for each v 1 co. But 
q already lies in Co:, so a, = 0 if u [ cc: thus q lies in Ker 8 if and only if 
~“/NormJ,,(~) lies in k *, that is, if and only if q” lies in 0:. We deduce 
that Im 0 has rank uJ - uL. However, if w  is any valuation on L then 
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c “,,+ a, = 0 (see [2, p. IO]). Since there are rL such relations, one for each 
WI co, Im 0 is contained in a free Z-module in ZrJ of rank rJ-- rL: the 
required result follows. 
In Section 2 we shall prove the truth of the first sentence in Theorem B. 
In Section 3 we shall establish the truth of the second sentence, 
demonstrating how the effective construction of solutions when k = Q 
follows from a certain inequality concerning abelian varieties. Finally in 
Section 4 we shall show how this inequality may be derived from Masser’s 
result on the N&on-Tate height mentioned above. 
2. NECESSITY 
In this section we shall prove that if (*) has only finitely many solutions 
for each c in L then A+%!’ = (0) for each field J with uJ > uL. For suppose 
the conclusion is false, so that there is a field J intermediate between L and 
K with uJ> uL and AJ nonzero. Thus .XJ has a nonzero element m: let A- 
denote the finitely generated U,-module ,+&. Let xi,..., x, denote an 
oL-basis of A’, and w, ,..., w, a set of generators for $4‘ over oL. Now HZ lies 
in AJ, so for each i, 1 d u <m, there are elements tij in L, 1 <j< n, such 
that 
wi= i] .xjti, 
,= I 
Let n denote a common denominator for the elements t,,, so PZ is a nonzero 
element of L such that each ntij lies in 0,: thus PzZJC” is contained within A. 
Now since uJ> uL there is an element rl of Of such that @ lies outside 192 
for s = 1, 2,.... By considering p = ~“/Norm,,(~), where m = [.I: L], we see 
that we may suppose Norm,,,(q) = 1. Choosing x = PPZ+Z~ for s in Z 
provides an infinite family of solutions in A? to (*) with c = Norm,,(wp&). 
This completes the demonstration of the truth of the first sentence in 
Theorem B. It is worth noting that the family produced has unbounded 
height: this fact could be inserted in the statement of the theorem if so 
desired. 
3. SUFFICIENCY 
We now prove the sufficiency in Theorem B, so we shall suppose that 
AJ is zero whenever u J > uL : we wish to establish that (*) has only finitely 
many solutions in A, and, moreover, that these can be constructed when 
k = Q. We shall prove this result by induction on n, the rank of A? over OL, 
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so we shall assume its truth for free modules of smaller rank. If A has rank 
one, then A!=x,OL, so x=x,y with y in 19~: (*) now gives 
Y CK’L1 = c/Norm,,(x,), 
so there are either [K: L] solutions or none, and these can be constructed 
if so desired. We now turn to the general case: we define J to be the field 
generated over L by x2/x,,..., x,/x,, so J has degree n or more over L. 
There are two cases, according as [J: L] > n or [J: L] = n. In the first case, 
we may employ directly the analysis in [4], which we recount briefly. We 
first construct linear equations of the form 
n + I 
1 A,a;(x) = 0, 
i=I 
where A , ,..., A, + , are elements, not all zero, of the normal closure R of 
K/L, and CJ, ..., CS,,+, are elements of the Galois group of R over L which 
give rise to different embeddings of J in x. For x satisfying (*) this 
equation may be regarded as a unit equation, for we can construct an 
element CI in 6’~ such that aa, and ~/a,(x) lie in 0~ for each i. We now 
utilise our lemma on the general unit equation: this results in the produc- 
tion of a finite set of free OL-modules .A$ each of smaller rank than n, with 
constructible bases, associated with each a non-zero element aj in K with 
ai.A$c A’, and taken together exhausting all the solutions in A of (*). We 
now have ai JfJ E AJ, so that each JV~ is zero whenever uJ > uL. From the 
inductive hypothesis we conclude that (*) has only finitely many solutions 
in each -5. Moreover, when k = 0 the solutions may be determined effec- 
tively, as each A$ has a constructible basis. This completes the proof of the 
sufficiency of (*) in the case that [J: L] > n, using extensively our result in 
[3] on solutions of the general unit equation and the resolution of norm 
form equations over nondegenerate modules. 
Now let us suppose that the alternative case holds, so that [J: L] =n 
and thus 1, x2/x ,,..., x,/x, is a basis for J over L. It follows that x, lies in 
AJ, so AJ is nonzero and by assumption uJ = uL. For each x in ~2 let I 
denote Norm,,,(x). Since x = x,y for some y in J, we have 
Y CK:J1 = ,i?/Norm,(x,). 
It therefore suflices to establish that 2 has only finitely many possibilities, 
and that these are effectively determinable when k= Q. The equation 
satisfied by ,C is 
Norm,,(Z) = c. (8) 
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If v is any finite valuation on K then for each x in A we have 
V(X) > v(xI ,..., x,), the latter being defined as min, < j<,{v(.~i)>. Since . . 
C,,,, o(x) = w(.?) for each valuation w  on J, we have 
Moreover, if 1 also satisfies (S), then 
for each valuation u on L. We conclude that the complete set of valuations 
MI(.~), for ~‘1 co, has only finitely many possibilities, which are readily 
determined. 
It is now obligatory to mention the divisor group and the Jacobian 
variety associated with a function field. Let 9 denote the group of divisors 
on J, so each element a of 9 is a set of integers a,, termed the components 
of a, one for each valuation u on J. For a valuation IV on J we denote by 
a,,, the divisor n with components a,, = 1, a,, = 0 otherwise. The principal 
divisor (f) associated with an element f of J has components o(f). The 
degree of a divisor is the sum of the components, and the Jacobian variety 
f associated with J is defined as the quotient of the group of divisors of 
degree zero by the subgroup of principal divisors. If a has degree zero then 
we denote its image in $ by U, so that Z = 0 if and only if a is principal 
(see [2, Chap. 31 for a lengthier discursion). Since the complete set of finite 
valuations MI(,?) has only finitely many possibilities, we may write 
for some set of integers m, and some divisor a, where a has only finitely 
many possibilities, effectively determinable. We claim that to complete the 
proof of Theorem B it s&ices to show that for each divisor a the integers 
m,. have only finitely many possibilities, and that these may be determined 
effectively if k = 0. For if each mw is given then 2 is determined from (2) to 
within a factor in k*, and in view of (6) 2 is actually determined to within 
a [J: L]th root of unity, so X has only finitely many possibilities as 
required. Moreover, if k is presented explicitly then 2 may also be com- 
puted effectively, to within a [J: L]th root of unity (Lemma 1 of 
[2, p. 111). We have thus proved our claim, and are therefore reduced to 
study the possible integers m,. which solve (2) for some ,i? in J. 
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Now C,,.,, w(Z) = u(c) for each valuation u on L, so 
C mtv = 4~) - C a, 
w  1 u H’ 1 u 
for each u ( co. The expression on the right is a known quantity, so we may 
rewrite (2) as 
(X)=8+ C m,.J,., 
WI Lx 
where, for each infinite valuation u on L we choose some particular 
valuation u’” on J with w0 1 U, and then write 8%. = a )I) - aMO for w  1 U. Now 
each divisor G,. has degree zero: hence so does G, and we may pass down to 
the quotient 4 and conclude that 
c m,,, a,,. = -6, (3) 
where the sum on the right is taken over M’( co with c?,. # 0, that is, w  # w0 
for each U, so there are actually t unknowns m,,, where t = rJ- rL. We 
claim that (3) has at most one solution in integers m,, for each 6. For 
otherwise, suppose CIV m,. 6,. = C,v n,,. &,v, so C,.(m,, -n,,.) 6,,. = 0. Hence 
there exists some n in J with 
Since n(q) = 0 if IV l a, rj is a unit, in Of; moreover, Norm,,,, q has divisor 
zero, so is an element of k*. We conclude that if m,. #n, for some w, then 
q has infinite order in O~/O~, and thus uJ > uL, a contradiction. Hence (3) 
has at most one solution in integers m,. for each 8. This completes the 
proof of the general part of Theorem B, so that (*) has finitely many 
solutions in A? for each c if and only if AJ = (0) whenever uJ > uL. The 
remaining part of Theorem B refers to the special case when k = 0: here we 
wish to show that we may solve (3) effectively in integers. For this purpose 
we employ the N&on-Tate height on f (see [7]). This is a positive semi- 
definite form 2 defined on 2, such that J(p) = 0 if and only if # is a torsion 
point of f. Furthermore, given fi R(j) can be calculated to any chosen 
degree of accuracy. Now, since (3) has at most one solution for each & the 
elements 8,. are linearly independent over E, so the quadratic form a on E’, 
defined by 
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is positive definite. Moreover, since (3) is satisfied a((~)) =1(E). Let A 
denote the determinant of the matrix associated with a, and for each w  let 
A,,. denote the determinant of the matrix associated with the restriction of a 
to the subspace m,,,= 0. Using the standard method of Lagrange mul- 
tipliers, to maximise Im,. 1 subject to p((m,,.)) = J(K), we obtain 
m; 6 R(8) AJA (4) 
for each w. Since we can determine I$+) to any chosen degree of accuracy, 
our proof will be complete if we show that one can determine a lower 
bound for A. This is the object of the final section. 
4. THE N~RON-TATE HEIGHT 
In this section we show how a lower bound for the determinant A may 
be attained, thereby completing the proof of Theorem B. Let ,4 denote a 
lower bound for q over sets of integers mrr,, not all zero. The classical 
Minkowski theorem in the Geometry of Numbers (see [l, Theorem 2.1, 
p. 2601) provides the inequality 
(A/4)‘<A/V:, 
where I/, is the volume of the unit t-sphere (so V,, = 2(7r/2)‘/t! and 
V ?I + , = 4( 27c)‘t!/(2? + 1) !). It therefore suffices to determine a lower bound 
for A. This problem has been studied in the particular case of elliptic curves 
by a number of authors (see [7]): to derive a lower bound 
where fi = C m,.d, and the integers m, are not all zero. As discussed in 
[7], there is very little one can say about #z, except that it is a nontorsion 
point on 2, and that its coordinates on the abelian variety ,$ lie in a fixed 
algebraic number field, of degree D say. Using only this information, 
Masser proved that one could take 
,,j = ,3-(4n+8), 
where g is the genus of J (equal to the dimension of j), and C is an effec- 
tively computable constant depending only on f. As noted in [7], there is 
a simple argument to derive a lower bound for i( b ): the number of 
solutions ti with coordinates in a fixed number field of R(a) < 1 is finite, say 
at most N. Hence J( ;/z ) 2 l/N* if fi is nontorsion, for otherwise 0, b, 
2;12,..., N;lz provide N + 1 distinct solutions of ~$(a) < 1. This elementary 
argument gives n = CeD2, a much worse bound, of course, than Masser’s 
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quoted above. Whichever bound is employed, however, we attain a lower 
bound for A, and hence an upper bound on the integers m,: thus the com- 
plete set of solutions m, of (3) and hence the solutions x in &Y of (*), may 
be determined effectively. 
We conclude with three remarks. First, the final part of the algorithm, 
concerning the upper bounds on the integers m,., is likely to be rather 
inefficient, due to the fact that the upper bound (4) derived from the 
bounds for A and that from LI, is large. In particular one has no a priori 
control on the degree D of the field generated by the coordinates in j’j of 
the points 6,. But the first part of the algorithm, taken from [3], is by 
contrast very efficient, as the bounds there on the solutions of the general 
unit equation are only linear with respect to the height of a basis of ,.&Z. 
Second, we observe that the following expedient may allow one, in prac- 
tice, to evade the aforementioned uneficiency. From the argument in this 
section we have a lower bound 
A 3 (A/4)‘P7. 
However, A can be calculated to any degree of accuracy: it is the deter- 
minant of the matrix associated with the quadratic form a. Armed with this 
a priori lower bound, one may now calculate A to sufficient accuracy, and 
may well find that it is in fact much larger than this first lower bound. 
Third, we shall make a remark which casts a slight shadow on the shin- 
ing conclusion of Theorem B. We observe from the discussion in Section 3 
that 
(uJ-rL)-(z4J-UL)=rank,(rP,,.: w/cc), 
so that uJ = uL if and only if the t nonzero elements 8,. in 9 are linearly 
independent. However, how can one determine if this is the case? When 
k = 0, it is possible, for they are linearly independent if and only if A # 0. 
Since we have from the previous discussion that A = 0 or A 2 (/1/4)‘e, and 
we can calculate A to any chosen degree of accuracy, we can indeed deter- 
mine whether or not A is zero, and so discover whether or not uJ = uL. In 
general though, even when k is presented explicitly, there is no procedure 
for checking if A = 0 and so none for descovering whether or not uJ = uL. 
In other words, we have no mechanism for determing whether or not the 
criterion in Theorem B is satisfied. Indeed, this can only be done when 
rJ=rL, so that & is nondegenerate and Theorem A applies. To conclude, 
although the ineffective statements in Theorem B are valid, there is no 
procedure for checking whether the criterion holds, unless already Theorem 
A applies. Nevertheless, when k = 0 the conditions of Theorem B are 
possible to check and the theorem is both meaningful and effective. 
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